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1. Rami here. Christ has no masters. The same cannot be said of humans. No one can tell Christ 
what to do or when to do it, so in the new world, there will be no one to exert control over 
Christ. There will be no government, no bosses, no landlords. There will only be freedom to 
create in. 

2. Christ will decide when to rise in the morning and when to go to sleep at night. Christ will 
decide how to best respond to love by extending love. Each Christ is an artist in his or her own 
right and very few have had the audacity to tell an artist how to do their art. 

3. If making sweaters brings a Christ aspect or office joy, then that soul will decide when to take 
orders, when to produce and when to surprise others with the finished products. This Christ will 
decide when to go on holiday and when to switch production from sweaters to socks. There will 
be no factory boss, no sweatshop, no paycheck to count down to, no rent to pay to an angry 
building owner. All of this will go ‘poof’. It will be gone. It will be banished from the Kingdom 
forever because these types of relationships enslave. They do not free. 

4. Humans are enslaved to one degree or another. There are a tremendous number of rules and 
expectations that are taught to everyone from a small child to those who are senior aged. No 
more. ‘Poof’, they are gone, banished forever. Christ does no harm and is helpful. No further 
clarification or specification is needed. Christ is free. Christ is free. 

5. This week, please use the art of thought individually or in group form to discuss these 
questions; What will the Kingdom of God look like if all relationships are loving and supportive? 
What will it look like if there are no overlords, no abuse of any type? 

6. Peace Out! 
Rami 

End Time: 5:01 am 
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